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Evans, 3 Demos Win in Mock Poll

Republican challenger Dan Evans eked out
a close victory over Governor Albert Rosellini
in yesterday's mock elections on campus.
But S.U. voters split the ballots to send the Demo
cratic candidates in the other three races to office

by large majorities.
THE MARGIN in the gubernatorial race was 135
votes. The first count showed Rosellini, the Democratic incumbent, ahead by a razor-thin margin. Later
a careful recount of the ballots was made, showing
Evans the victor, 751-616.
Despite the write-in votes for Nelson Rockefeller,
Dizzy Gillespie and various S.U. students, President
Lyndon Johnson beat Republican Barry Goldwater
by slightly less than a three to one margin. Johnson received 918 votes while Goldwater polled 321.
Sen. Henry Jackson, the Democratic incumbent,
outpolled all the candidates on the ballot. He received 1,114 votes in the race for the U.S. Senate
seat from the state. His opponent, Republican Lloyd
Andrews, received 225 votes.
IN THE 7th District congressional race, Democrat
Brock Adams beat Republican incumbent W. K. (Bill)
Stinson by a margin of 877-414.

Approximately 1,400 students cast their ballots in
the election, which was co-sponsored by the ASSU
and The Spectator.
Mike Mcßride, ASSU election board coordinator,
said the ballots will be kept for 30 days in accordance with the election laws of the ASSU. During this
time the ballots will be available for a recount should
any group be interested, he said.
THE POLLS closed at 2 p.m. and the ballots were
counted in the Chieftain conference room.
In a similar mock election at the U.W. last Tuesday, Evans defeated Rosellini by a vote of 3,308 to
1,533. Stinson beat Adams, 2,343-2,213, Johnson beat
Goldwater, 2,962-1,875 and Sen. Jackson whipped Andrews, 3,790 to 1,052.

President Johnson should coast to an easy victory
Tuesday if the findings of another in the long list of
pre-electionpolls has any merit.
This poll was conducted as a laboratory project
of a marketing research and data processing class
here at S.U. The project was directed by Dr. Woodrow
Clevinger, marketing instructor. Larry Ottel and Patrick Charles were student project leaders.

Jane Grafton Chosen
'64 I. K. Sweetheart
Jane Grafton has been selected by S.U.s Intercollegiate
Knights to be the I.K. Sweetheart for 1964.
The announcement was made
last night by Tom Harkins,
Sweetheart Ball co-chairman.
Jane was selected by the active
I.X.'s at a meetingTuesday.
The junior coed will reign at
the I.K. Sweetheart Ball this
winter. She will be assisted by
her two princesses, freshman
Tanya Fette and sophomore Susan Gonnella.
AN ORIGINAL finialist,
Kathy Albright, is also a princess. She was eliminated from
the finals because she is currently in California competing
in the Miss Disneyland contest.
Also taking part in the coronation ceremony willbe six girls
originallynominatedfor the I.K.
title. They are: Sallee Lavallee,
freshman; Kathy Ryder, Dianne
Grimm and Margaret Disotell,
sophomores; and Carolyn Smith,

philosophy.
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California Lawyer:

To Discuss Negroes' Problems
An international lawyer from

Oakland, Calif., Donald Warden,
will speak on the "The Real

junior.

JANE WILL be honored at a
banquet November 14 during the
I.K. regional convention. It is
being hosted on campus by the
S.U. I.K.'s. That same evening
she will participatein a pageant
and compete with other chapters' Sweethearts for the regional title. The pageant will consist
of a talent show and evening
gown competition. The winner

Portrait by Campus Photo

winter.
The blue-eyed Miss Grafton is

ALSO IN the poll the students were asked if they
had a party preference and whether they had a basic
political philosophy. The Democratic party led the
field with 62 per cent. Twenty-four chose the GOP,
32 per cent were independent and the remaining 13
per cent were undecided.
In answer to the philosophy question it was a tossup between the liberals and the moderates with the
moderates grabing a 33-32 edge in percentage. Eighteen per cent showed a preference for the conservative
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vol. xxxm.

JANE GRAFTON

will compete for National Sweetheart in Portland, Ore., this

THE POLL was conducted among a sampling of
students from all the schools of the University on
the junior and senior level. The questionnaire was
completed by 141 students.
Johnson polled the support of 73 per cent while
Goldwater received the backing of only 21 per cent.
In the controversial gubernatorial race in Washington State, Republican hopeful Dan Evans was the
choice of 55 per cent while 34 per cent supported the
re-election of Albert Rosellini.
In the U.S. Senatorial contest from Washington,
Sen. Henry Jackson polled the largest support, 75
per cent. Lloyd Andrews was the choice of 12 per cent.

an education major from Enumclaw, Wash. She hopes to teach
third grade in the U.S. for two
years upon graduation and then
in Europe the following year.
A Spur last year, the 20-yearold brunette is presently active
in varied campus activities.She
is a fourth floor advisor in
Marycrest Hall, executive secretary of A.S.S.U. and belongs to
Young Democrats, Spirits and
the Ski Club.

WARDEN HAS studied the
Problems Now Facing The
American Negro" at noon Mon- rise of European immigrant
day in P 304. His talk is being groups from their New York
sponsored by the S.U. Young and Chicago ghettos to the status of full acceptance in AmeriRepublicans.
Warden, the founder of the ican society. According to WarAfro-American Association, a den, a strong racial pride and a
program of self-help for the
Negro, recently returned from
Africa where he helped Negroes
establish two manufacturing
plants.

fierce determination to succeed
enabled them to integrate themselves into American society.
Warden is attempting to instill in the American Negro a
pride in his own culture and
history, with the will to devote
untapped energy toward bettering himself.

Senators to Consider
Campus Political Union

TOE AFRO-AMERICAN AsThe first step toward the for- Junior Prom date from Dec. 5
sociation is now educating Ne- mation of a political union will to Dec. 4; the approval of three
groes of all ages to become
taken by the student senate sophomore appointees to the
proud and useful Americans. be
judicial board; the approval of
at its meeting Sunday.
They are taught useful skills
Gile
Downes and Roy Angevine
and encouraged to prove to
THE SENATE will consider as members of the financial
themselves what they are capa- a motion that the president ap- board, and the motion to form
ble of. This is done by pooling point a committee to draw up a committee to study problems
resources and forming their bylaws for a political union and of financing with the adminisown corporations.
submit them for senate ap- tration.
Because Warden tends to de- proval.
emphasize the importance of
The meeting will be at 7 p.m.
legislation in solving the prob- Sunday in the Chieftain conferlems of the Negro, he has drawn ence room.

Corpsmen Arrive Monday
In conjunction with S.U. Peace Corps Week Nov. 2-6, a campus Peace Corps convocation will take place at noon Monday in
Pigott Auditorium.
Betty Duba, a former volunteer who recently returned from
an assignment in Jamaica, will be the guest speaker, according
to Mike Sher, Peace Corps staff member now on campus. In
Jamaica, Miss Duba taught secretarial skills to girls aged 16-18.
She was also track coach for girls in physical education and worked
in the areas of 4-H and mental health.
OTHER Peace Corps members will be on campus next week to
man information centers daily in the Chieftain from 8 a.m.-3:30
p.m. and in Bellarmine from 4-10 p.m.
On the team are volunteers: Pat Roberts, a nurse from Portland, Ore., who was stationed in Honduras; George Friedenburg
from Somerset, Mass., back from teaching secondary school
in Ethiopia, and Fredi Friedman, a Washington staff member.
THE PEACE Corps was established by Congress on September
22, 1961. Objectives as defined by the Act for the Peace Corps
are to promote world peace and friendship by making available
to interested countries Americans who will: 1) Help the people
of these countries meet their needs for trained manpower; 2) Help
promote a better understanding of the American people on the
part of the peoples served, and 3) Help promote a better understanding of other peoples on the part of the American people.
Campus organizations which would like to have a member of
the team speak to its group are asked to contact the Peace Corpsmen through the ASSU office or Dr. Thomas Downey. Dr. Downey
is the S.U. director of PAVLA and Peace Corps programs.
Non-competitive one-hour aptitude tests will be administered
at noon, 4 and 7 p.m., November 4-6 in the second floor Chieftain
conference room. The tests may also be taken at the same times
on November 9 or 10. French and Spanish language achievement

opposition from national civil
rights groups.

Frosh Candidates
To File for Office

A MOTION asking that some
portion of the new library be
Freshmen will soon have a
dedicated to the memory of the chance to participate in student
late Dr. Harry Kinerk, S.U.
physics teacher who died Oct.
Nominees for freshman class
18, is also up for consideration. officers are required to file in
Other motions to be consid- the ASSU office Mondaythrough
ered include: A change of the Thursday between noon and 1:30
p.m. Requirements at the time
of filing include a high school
transcript and a 2.25 g.p.a.
Nominees must attend a general meeting Nov. 6 at which
Mick McHugh, ASSU presi- time they will meet the election
dent, is attending the National board and receive information
Conference for Student Body on election rules. A candidate
Presidents of Jesuit Colleges and or representative must attend
Universities this weekend at the meeting or his name will
Fordham University in New not be placed on the ballot.
York.
Two candidates will be chosen
Among the 28 colleges and for each office in the primaries
universities participating will be on Nov. 12. Final election will
Georgetown, Loyola, St. Louis, be Nov. 19.
ujLiLimiminuL
U.S.F., Santa Clara and Mar-

McHugh Attends
National Meeting

quette.

MIKE SHER

This year's

first issue of

The

Fr. Vincent O'Keefe, S.J., Journeyman, a monthly supplepresident of Fordham, will give ment to The Spectator, appears
the key address. Discussion on pages 4-6 of today's edition.
topics will include the role of
The supplement is for longer
student government in Jesuit
articles
which cannot be pubcolleges, censorship in publications and speakers, Jesuit uni- lished in The Spectator. The
versities' travel plan, dorm pages are open to articles of
problems and alcohol on cam- current interest to the University
community by both students and
pus.
The senate allotted McHugh faculty members.
$305 Sunday for the conference.
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Editorial

Write Makes Might
—

Our time is one of tremendous dilemma artistic,
social, political, religious. True, what time isn't? Nevertheless, this is our time, these are our dilemmas. And
their magnitude is impressive because they are not just
domestic but international.
AS UNIVERSITY students we have unique opportunities to look, to judge and comment, usually without the
immediate responsibility to implement with action. But
there is a challenging, perhaps frightening aspect of our
student situation. Sooner than we think, this looking,
judging and commenting will no longer bemere practice,
it will be decisive. We'll abandon the classroom and begin
making decisions. And these decisions will necessarily
stem from the fruitful (or vain) exercises of our college
days.
OUR UNIVERSITY has a perfect opportunity for encouraging and exposing involved, responsible thought in
The Journeyman. Today's issue, understandably enough,
deals primarily with politics. But any subject is fitting,
any writing style (from deep prose to satire) is appropriate.
Concerns and criticisms have a way of acquiring convincing validity when they are subjected to the discipline
of writing them down. If you'll write them, we'll publish
them.

Letter
to
the
editor
vote ignatius
To the Editor:

Although S.U. was in the political spotlight last week, no luster
was added to its campus. I'm referring to the speech made there
by Professor Kenneth Galbraith,
liberal, Fabian Socialist, Harvard
and Loyola U. alumnus.
Being a fellow alumnus he asked us to vote for the "right" party
(Dem.) and make our patron saint
in heaven happy. After this witticism he spoon-fed us some approximate truths, obscured in a
polished phrase or two. He next
stated that our interim president,
Lyndon Johnson, is his choice for
elected office because (1) he is a
man of the people and a good
hand shaker, (2) LBJ knows the
ropes of staying in office and (3)
LBJ is a skilled arm-twister.

But the professor's brilliance
really foundered on the Walt Jenkins question, put to him by the
intrepid Thomas McElmeel of
S.U., when he asked us, his audience, to accept immorality and
corruption at the White House
level because Jenkins is an object of pity a sick man. Galbraith
didn't mention that our national
security has priority and that
rights and duties bind all men.
For a Jesuit graduate (by his own
words), he flunked his moral the-

—

ology.
As an alumna and supporter of
S.U. and as a parent of students
on campus, Ithank God that Galbraith only visited us and did not
join the faculty.
Mrs. Earl W. Sifferman

By MARTHA LEE
Sounding Board is an opinion
column which is open for student
comment pertaining to issues on

the campus, local or international
level. The opinions are personal
and in no way reflect the policy
of the paper or the school. The
Spectator asks that the column
be typewritten in a maximum of
500 or a minimum of 200 words.
We reserve the right to shorten
as spaoe permits or hold for future editions.
In past weeks, The Spectator
has printed several articles dealing with Moral Re-Armament.
The most recent of these is
Thomas Trebon's.
Trebon's philosophy (and the
philosophy of MRA as far as
Trebon has enunciated it) is a
poor mixture of Baptist revivalism and false idealism. It has
long been acknowledged that we
can best fight our enemiesif we
are morally strong, but the very
notion of the four moral absolutes
absolute unselfishness,
love, purity and honesty and
the acceptance of these absolutes by the world is an ideal
that speaks for very little awareness of people. It is very easy
to call for more than a "Sunday only Christianity" and for
a "revolution of character," but
ordinary experience should tell
us that these things are not to
come about and if so, they are
only to be temporary.
A MORE ACUTE problem
concerning this is the question,
who or what is to determine
these absolutes? Ionce asked
this question of an MRA adherent and the answer I was
given was the unbelieveable one
of "your own conscience." The
obvious difficulty with this is
that people are already determining their lives according to
their own consciences and as a
result the world is in the mess
it is. We can hardly expect people to abandon their own humanity to adopt the absolutes.

—

—

get your

RACERS here

the sue you need
the colors you want

The historical phenomenon of
fanaticism can be seen through

the centuries in various guises.
We can see it in medival times
in the masochism of the Flagellites and the zeal of the Inquisitors, and in modern times it has
appeared in the stubborness of
the nineteenth-century reactionaries, in the rigidity of Quakerism, in the naivete of the abolitionists, in the suspiciousness of
the Committee of Public Safety
and the single-mindedness of the
early Mormons. Many of these
qualities are combined in the
MRA movement.

IN SHORT, I would call it,

too, fanaticism, in

RICHFIELD
* Motor Tune Up
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Just across from Chieftain

11th & E. Madison
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TIKI TAVERN
—

Wednesday thru Saturday Nights
Saturday Afternoon 3 to 7 p.m.

23rd and Union
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1203 Madison

—

Close to Campus
Good Food Priced Right
Mon. thru Fri. 8 to 7 p.m.
Sat. 9-4 p.m.
Sun. 10-2 p.m.

was an idealistic movement, and

it, too, had fanatic elements,
but the Communists of today
are stark realists and they breed
on the misplaced idealism of
young people, particularly that
of college students.
Most fanaticism eventually
destroys itself. Ican only hope
that MRA will do the same.

SHERIFFS

BOYS' & MEN'S SHOP

Iwm

MORAL RE-ARMAMENT
wants a pseudo-Christianity, a
Christianity without Christ. In
the days of its founder, Marxism

JOE

JERRY ALLEN

Hungry Bear Restaurant

night, if at all, and it will not
be the deciding factor in the
outcome of the Cold War. The
most frequently used example
of the moraldecline of a people
leading to their downfall is that
of the Roman Empire. But the
fall of Rome as well as the fall
of any country has come first
in the treasury or on the battle-

Serving Your
Auto Needs:

fjrnd&irfc
4536 University Way N.E.
Open Thurs. Nights
5451 Bollard Aye. N.W.
Open Fri. Nights

that these

optimistic souls have set themselves a goal that is incapable
of realization.They are going to
change the world, but they don't
know yet that you can't change
people. They want to think of
communism as an ideology that
is "anti-God," but they don't
want to fight the Reds, they
want to win them.
It is time we stopped thinking
of communism as an ideology
and started thinkingof the Communists as our enemies. It is
time America stopped worrying
about our image as a "gigantic
do-gooder" and a "gigantic oneworlder" and started preparing
at home and abroad, to defend
herself.
We live in a century of the
short-cut and behave as if there
were an easy way of doing
everything that must be done.

The need of America to be morally strong is a valid one, but
it will not becomea reality over-

c lz*r~itc

AT YOUR CAMPUS HEADQUARTERS STORE OR WRITE:
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The Paulist Father is a modern
man in every senseof the word. He
is a man of this age, cognizant of
the needs of modern men. He is
free from stifling formalism, is a
pioneer in using contemporary
ways to achieve the conversion of
100 million non-Catholic Americans. He is a missionary to his own
people - the American people. He
utilizes modern techniques to fulfill his mission, is encouraged to
call upon his own innate talents to
help further his dedicated goal.
O If the vital spark of serving God
through man has been ignited in
you, why not pursue an investigation of your life as a priest? The
Paulist Fathers have developed an
aptitude test for the modern man
interested in devoting his life to
God. This can be a vital instrument
to help you make the most important decision of your life. Write for
it today.

NATIONAL VOCATIONS DIRECTOR
PAULIST FATHERS
415 WEST 59th STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019
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Respond
Responsible
The
Does Foreign Involvement Yield Results?

By SAM SPERRY
In the opinion of many U.S. citizens,
this country should not become involved
in the domestic affairs of other nations.
To a limited extent, such attitudes are
the remnants of isolationism. Some conservatives, not necessarily resolute isolationists, believe that for the U.S. to
become thus involved contradicts its policy of supporting self-determination. Still
others, awe-struck by the enormity of
the task of bringing the benefits of our
achievements to underdeveloped countries, retreat into lethargy or become
apathetic when confronted with this very

real problem.
We AreInvolved
To argue the question from an isolationist standpoint is ludicrous. The U.S.
is and will continue to be involved in
the domestic affairs of other nations.
Our contemporary world is too small for
non-communication. Such involvements
do not contradict a policy which supports
self-determination the qualification being that America's involvement should
be at the invitation of the country concerned and as non-political as possible. It
is, of course, another matter when our
national security is threatened.
SEEMS to me, then, that the question is not, "Should we become involved in the internal affairs of other
nations?" Rather, it is, "Will such a
policy result in the improvement of
existingconditions?"
Just what are Americans doing to aid
the less fortunate peoples of the world?
Having spent this past summer living
and working in Ethiopia with Operation
Crossroads Africa, Ihad the opportunity
to observe, firsthand, the efforts and accomplishments of several Americans
there.
Working with our Crossroads group
was a Peace Corpsman, Haskell Ward
from Atlanta, Georgia. A teacher and a
former Crossroader, he chose to spend
the summer vacation with our group.
(Many Corpsmen in Ethiopia are teachers and it is normal for them to spend
their summer vacations working on various sideline projects.) Before coming to
work with us, however,Haskell arranged
a project of his own.
Approximately 90 per cent of Ethioa's people live in the country and depend on the earth for their livelihood.
They build their tukels (thatched roofed
huts) with the wood of eucalyptus trees
and cook over open fires using eucalyptus branches for fuel. In recent years,
the supply of these trees has dwindled
rapidly. Not since the turn of the century, when Emperor Menelik II had
thousands of them planted, has there
been any attempt to plant more trees.

—

Haskell recognized this problem and
sought apractical solution to it.
He spoke to the Provincial Governor,
of
who agreed to finance the reseeding
20,000 trees. Haskell and his roommate,
also a Corpsman, organized some of
their students into teams and set up a
summer program for the planting of
eucalyptus seed throughout the province.
The governor also agreed to pay the
students for their services. With the program underway, Haskell came to work
with us, while his roommate remained
to supervise the planting.

School Completed
Our job was to build a four room
school house and a co-operative community store. Operation Crossroads Africa had arranged this project with the

Ethiopian Ministry of Community Development. It was under the auspices

and direction of this agency that we
worked. We were able to complete the
school, which is now in use. Grades one
through six are taught during the day
and, in the evenings, literacy courses
are offered for adults who do not read
or write.
In addition to these projects, three of
our Crossroads girls taught English to
village children. The children were enthusiastic about learning English and,
by the end of the summer, could count

up to a hundred and say simple sentences such as: "What is your name?"
or "I am ten years old" and "What time
is it?" (At this point they insisted on
listening to the tick-tock of our wrist
watches.)

less come to help them.
Perhaps the most encouraging illustration of gratitude on the part of Africans came from a remote village in

them, much

met once a

of the girls onour team
week with women of the village.They
ALL
through an interpreter,
taught
them,

modern methods of child care, hygiene
and the necessity of a balanced diet.
The villagers listened intently, asked
questions, and, in return, showed our
girls their traditional ways of weaving
cloth, cooking and arranginghair.
Two girls on another Crossroads team,
both registered nurses, opened a clinic
in their village. At times they had as
many as sixty patients a day. Working
with only a first-aid kit, they could not
practice medicine or even begin to treat
the various diseases afflicting their patients. Many times all they could do
was clean and bandage a cut or advise
the patient to see a doctor. Still, the
people gave them their confidence and
genuine appreciation.

Rich Americans
In all these examples, the Ethiopians
were more than appreciative. It was difficult for them to realize that "rich"
Sam sperry.23-year-old senior, is
Americans would even be interested in majoring in history, he anticipates
graduate work in political science
with a view toward a foreign service

IT

career.

Ghana. There a team of Crossroaders
and villagers were constructing a school
when tragedy struck.
One of the Crossroaders, a young man
from Canada, died suddenly of cerebral
malaria. It was the first time in Operation Crossroads history that one of its
participants met death while working
in Africa.

Saddened by the loss of a new friend,
the Ghanian villagersnamed the yet unfinished school in his honor. They asked
that his body be buried in the schoolyard as a memorial to African-American friendship.
His fellow Crossroaders started a
scholarship fund in his name. It will
benefit those students who are admitted to the school and need financial

»

was one of two S.U.
The author of the above article. Sam Sperry.
Africa,
aptly described
students to participate in Operation Crossroads
Corps." Sam's
of
the
Peace
progenitor
by President Kennedy as "the
building of
the
Ethiopia
involved
summer
in
project
this last
particular
picture.
above
stages
in
in
its
initial
the
schoolhouse.
shown
simple
a

assistance.
These are the successes. There are failures. But our successes should encourage us to accept the challenge of our
failures. Helping the underdevelopednations to progress is the responsibility of
the advanced. Aren't we one of those
"advanced?"
With some success we have met this

challenge. Now, it is our decision to

choose whether or not we want to accomplish increasinglymore.
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Creativity in the Supreme
By GARY BALDWIN
The Supreme Court of the U.S. has
never been without its enemies or critics.
Since its inception as one of our political
institutions, it has been alternately bitterly chastised for allegedlyoverstepping
its constitutional restrictions and highly

pie do their marching with blinders on.
The word covers a multitude of sins and
most men insist on using it, unthinkingly
but fervently, to sin bravely.
There are different aspects of freedom

praised for living up to its constitutional
mandate. It is probably our only institution which has perpetrated the sinister
image of a Star Chamberand the mystic
imageof a Delphic Oracle.
What is of concern at this particular
time is the image which the Republican
candidate for the presidency has of the
Court as the branch of government
"least faithful to the constitutional traditions of limited Government and to the
principle of legitimacy in the exercise of
power." The statement cannot be immediately discounted merely as political
propaganda.It has much deeper implications and its tone is seemingly assented
to by a good numberof citizens.
THIS VIEW which indicts the Court
for lack of judicial restraint and for unwise use of its power implies that, by
entering areas where it supposedly does
not belong, it has become the enemy of

limited government and the enemy of
freedom. This is an interesting notion
that is logical only if a very restricted
definition of freedom is accepted. Freedomis a very appealingbanner to march
behind but, unfortunately, too many peo-

gory baldwin, 25 years old,is a senior
majoring in political science, before
entering s.u. Gary spent two years in
the georgetown university school of
foreign service, he plans to enter graduate school and eventually to teach in
college.

UNDER 25?
10/20/5 Auto Insurance
Single: As low as $180 yr.
Married: As low as 548.40 yr.

■

—

the same time adheres to stable principles which give it a charismatic note
worthy of reverence or obedience.
However, these very characteristics
make the problems of interpretation
complex. This area of interpretation is
the province of the courts and it is here
that the difficulty lies: How to keep the
law an efficient, useful instrument without destroying its continuity.
Despite protests to the contrary, the
present Supreme Court has neither destroyed the continuity of the law nor
abandoned its proper constitutional role.
The Constitution merely sets out the
broad framework within which the Court
must operate. It does not describe the
Court's function and scope with encyclopedic accuracy. This wouldhave been
unwise for it would not have allowed
the Court to adjust to changing conditions and new situations.
Our entire Constitution, for that matter, is blessed with this feature. It has,
however, not been an unmixed blessing;
what has been gained in flexibility has
been countered or has been made more
difficult by the resulting difficulties
in interpretation.
In the area of civil liberties the progress has been a slow and bitter struggle
upward from obscurity to a point of
greater clarification. The Court's concern with the first eight amendmentshas
not, as popularly misinterpreted, been
couched in terms that pit individual
freedom versus community security. The
problem, instead, is the far more complex one of trying to see to what extent
the individual can be protected without
hamstringing the government in its efforts to maintainlaw and order.

economic, personal,religious,political.
They encompass different spheres although they quite often overlap one another. They are not all at one and the
same time of equal value. These are extremely important considerations and
distinctions that must be kept clearly in
mind when invoking the sanctity of this
word. Sen. Goldwaterand critics of similar persuasion seemingly fail to make
the necessary distinctions in forming
their appraisal of the Court's role in our
politicalprocess.
There is another equally important
consideration. This is the idea that principles are not inflexible and that the
Constitution is not a set of unchanging
dicta that looms overhead like some
radiating brilliance that is at once clear,
THERE IS ANOTHER problem inimmutable and unquestionable.The Constitution was born out of the pragmatic volved—delimiting the area by enunciating which of the first eight amendments
attempt to achieve a workable form of
government. Its creation emanated from
are covered by the Fourteenth Amendthe attempt to solve one of the paradox- ment. A Court decision in 1937, Palko v.
ical situations facing the necessity of Connecticut, sought to resolve that quesimposing restraints upon freedom in or- tion. Here the Court, through Cardozo,
der that freedom can be preserved and declared that a "rationalizingprinciple"
must be employed in determining which
enjoyed.
of the first eight amendments were so
THE INSTRUMENTS OF LAW and covered. In this decision, the Court held
that only those rights which were "of
government are utilized to achieve the
balance between individual freedom, the the very essence of a scheme of ordered
freedom of other men and the authority liberty" were considered as absorbed
of the state. The courts are naturally in- and brought within the scope of the Fourvolved when clashes occur among these teenth Amendment.
elements. The process used to resolve
The problem still plagues the Court.
the clashes is not a simple one nor is it Justice Black would very much like to
mathematicallyprecise. The answers are see the entire Billof rights automatically
never delivered with unquestionableclar- covered by the Fourteenth Amendment
ity. The law is a flexible instrument sub- and he asserts that the FoundingFathers
ject to modification and growth but at intended it so.

"the way to wealth is as plain as the way to
market. It depends chiefly on two words, industry and frugality; that is, waste neither time
nor money, but make the best use of both.
Without industry and frugality nothing will
do, and with them everything."
Benjamin Franklin ,
V
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These decisions and others of similar

tone have been declared by some critics
to be improper invasions of state author-

ity. It is further declared that they tip
the balance in favor of the criminal. On
surface inspection this may seem to be
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But there is another facet of the problem.The Courtis still faced with the delicate task of determining the extent of
individual protection guaranteed by the
Bill of Rights. Justices Holmes and Brandeis early planted the seeds that were
to bear fruit in later Court decisions
which were to increase and expand the
protection of the individual. In a number of notable dissenting opinions, the
tone of which is characterized by Justice
Brandeis' remarks in Powell v. Alabama, the idea is conveyed that the
Constitution "recognized the significance
of man's spiritual nature" and that it
"conferred, as against the Government,
the right to be let alone the most comprehensive of rights and the right most
valued by civilized men."
This view has been carried forward
with increasing vigor by the present
Supreme Court, especially in regard to
the First Amendment freedoms of religion, speech, press and assembly, and
in the protection of procedural rights in
criminal cases. Regarding this latter
point, the present Court has been most
sensitive. In two key decisions Mapp v.
Ohio in 1961 and Gideon v. Wainwright
in 1963— the Court held, respectively,that
evidence obtained by unreasonable
search and seizure is unadmissable in
state courts and that the Sixth Amendment requires the right to counsel in all
state criminal courts.
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Court
the case. Justice Clark in the Mapp decision gives a better perspective: "Our
decision, founded on reason and truth,
gives to the individual no more than that
which the Constitution guarantees him,
to the police officer no less than that to
which honest law enforcementis entitled,
and, to the courts that judicial integrity

so necessary in the true administration
of justice."
On all fronts, the present Court, it is
true, has been equally attentive to problems of a social and political nature.
Its response has been one that attempts
to iron out the inequities that exist between various segments of the population. Thus the decision in Brown v.
Board of Education in 1954 opened the
doors to educational facilities to all students on an equal basis and last year's
decision on reapportionmentof state legislatures sought to insure that each citizen's vote should be of equal value.

AGAIN THE CRITICS of the Court
have been most vociferous in condemning these moves. Their criticisms fail to
consider the fact that it is the large
issue of personal freedom and equality
under the laws which the Court is working for. It is not seeking to crush or
thwart the legitimate authority of the
states but only to guarantee that that
authority is not abused and, where it is
abused, to alleviate the situation within
the framework of the law.
The question of whether the Court has
the right to review legislation is not a
new question. It has its roots in the
words of Chief Justice John Marshall in
the 1803 decision of Marbury v. Madison:
"It is, emphatically, the province and
duty of the judicial dept. to say what
the law is." And given the premise that
the law is not a static entity, the present
Court is merelyapplyingMarshall's philosophy with new force.
It is a sensible position since the rules
and generalizations composing the law
are not absolutes at once applicablewithout question in all places and at all
times. The 'aw is cognizant of change in
conditions and convictions within society. It is a position that recognizes
that the words embodied in our Constitution are not precise in meaning but
are, moreover, subject to fuller and
deeper exploration and clarification. It
is a position that is summed up well by
Justice Cardozo: "I have grown to see
that the process in its highest reaches
is not discovery, but creation; and that
the doubts and misgivings, the hopes
and fears, are part of the travail of
mind, the pangs of birth, in which principles that have served their day expire,
and new principles areborn."

KAUFER
CO.
TRADITIONALLY
RELIABLE SINCE 1904

CATHOLIC GIFT
AND SUPPLY

HEADQUARTERS

1904 FOURTH AYE.
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TheSlanted
By LAWRENCE DICKSON
In this election campaign, a major
issue has been made of the personality
of Sen. Goldwater. Attacks on the Senator's personal life have been made by
respected men, and appear to be well
supported. It is no wonder, then, that
a large portion of our electorate con-

?

longer, so that almost all educated, in- been the greatest slant that a Presidenfluential Americans subscribe to its ba- tial campaign has ever listed under,
sic tenets. And thus it has come to domi- not just in the newspapers or maganate our whole culture, which of course zines or the political column, but everyincludes our magazines, large news- where. It would sound like a Goldwater
papers and so forth.
persecution complex if it weren't real.

This is what is peculiar about this
The utiopians (who have appropriated
campaign.
Goldwater's opponents are
liberal
for
have
themselves)
the name
so completely dominated that the less completely free to make up any monradical and more practical among them strous accusations they please, substanhave even come to be called conserva- tiating them by any means. They can
tives. The Republican Party, opponent tear his statements out of context, twist
of the Utopian's party, has itself been their intent, blow them up out of all
continually controlled by the "mode- proportion to their importance, and they
date" Utopians (the Eastern liberals). will be heard as if nothing out of the
And so for 30 years the utiopians have ordinary were going on often they will
been basking in the warmth of political be believed. But should any conservacampaigns in which both sides agreed tive strike back, he is slashed as "exwith them.
tremist" until he is thoroughly disgraced and nobody listens.
This year they have been rudely jolted. The conservatives have snatched
EXAMPLES ABOUND. Democrats
power from them in the Republican show a little girl destroyed by an atomic
Party, and have nominated a spokes- blast and insinuate that Goldwater will
man who has challenged all the basic be responsible; it is shrugged off. What
Utopian beliefs. He is trying to capital- would be the reaction if Republicans
ize on the fact that most Americans, showed a little girl murdered in the
at heart, are probably not Utopians.
He must appeal directly to the common
people, for the Utopians hold complete
sway over the normal means of propaganda. The "clear choice" he offers
siders Goldwater unqualified to be Presvery real, and far deeper than most
ident, regardless of his stands on the is
people realize.
issues.
The Utopians have come out fighting.
Ido not consider this a false issue. They
have lashed back at this challenge
If some of the charges leveled against
all the means at their disposal.
with
Goldwater were true, he would certainly These include the Democratic Party
be unfit to be President. Ihave heard machinery, almost
all large magazines
these charges and have examined them (including "moderate" liberal ones, forcarefully. And Iam satisfied with the merly Republican, such as Life and The
answers to them.

—

Saturday Evening Post), large news-

papers and most politicalcommentators
A Peculiar Campaign
and columnists of note. They have relied
It is obvious that there is something on their usual method, semantics or
strange about this campaign, something "argument by connotation," and have
that was never present in earlier Presi- been enormously successful in confusing
dential campaigns. I submit that this people.
difference is completely due to the fact
If anyone should doubt the effectivethat Goldwater is a true conservative
ness of argument by connotation, he
high
a type that has not been seen in
need look no farther than the names
executive office, or near it, for 30 years. of the political factions. The Utopians
But Icontend that Goldwater himself have taken for themselves the name
is not responsible at all for the strange "liberal," which rightfully belongs to the
aura surroundinghim.
libertarians. The more moderate Utopians have even usurped the name "conCONSERVATISM IS an alliance of servative." And the true conservatives
thought
political
several old schools of
have been saddled with the disagreeable
(traditionalist, libertarian, Hamiltonian, designation "right-wing." Thus they
etc.) against the common enemy, uto- must share the connotation of the Nazi
pianism. Utopianism has completely do- and Fascists, the extremist contrast to
minated the American political scene Communist "left-wingers."
since the Great Depression. It has dominated the schools and colleges even
The result of this word warfare has

—
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Inconsistent Positions ?
Irresponsible Program?
streets, and insinuated that President
Johnson was responsible?
Robert
Welch calls Eisenhower a Communist,
and is discredited before the whole
American people; Martin Luther King
calls Goldwater "another Hitler," yet
his reputation for worthwhile opinions
is not at all damaged
Johnson calls
Goldwater "irresponsible" in foreign
policy; it is not commented on, and
widely accepted. Goldwater calls Johnson "soft on Communism" in foreign
policy; it is called "desperate, dirty
politics" and excites great revulsion

. ..

contentions, such as the stand that the
NATO commander should have control
over certain small nuclear weapons
(which, it turns out, was the policy up
until a few years ago), are successfully
discredited as "irresponsible" merely

IF WE WANT to get specific, we can
find only two major changes in Goldwater's views since he wrote Conscience
tion would probably mean no antimis- of a Conservative. He has taken a posisile before 1970, and bombers substan- tion on Social Security, one favoring it
tially phased out by then. What if we
and wanting it strengthened: Since it
have underestimated Russian science cannot and ought not be undone, we
again? What if the Russians develop a ought to make the best of it. And he
cheap, reliable antimissile before 1970?
has abandoned the wholly untenable
position that the states have the right
Then we can be sure of war
to refuse to obey Supreme Court decisions.
Consistent on Principle
Goldwater is in no degree a Utopian,
Is Goldwater inconsistent in his views?
among spokesmen.
This is the second main personality and he is dedicated to principle instead
This illustrates what Goldwater is up
issue. Now every politician has the of personal gain. Other than that, there
against. It shows why this campaign
right to be sensible, except, apparently, is no essential difference between him
has gone as it has. It explains why his
Goldwater. If he, in light of new factors and any other politician.
opponents have had unprecedentedsucconcerning Cuba, or Viet Nam, or HarThe basic difference lies in the fact
cess in their personality attacks on him.
lem or Social Security, changes his that Goldwater is under unsympathetic
example,
For
Goldwater makes a
views on how to deal with an issue,
scrutiny while his opponents, because of
he is called "inconsistent," and his the slant of this campaign, have unmeaningful statement. His opponents
claim to the right to take stands on precedented freedom of movement.
latch onto it, twist it, and produce their
distorted interpretation. And it becomes
issues is denied. The same thing hap- Were it not for these factors, the perpens if he is sensible towards people, sonality issues could never have arisen.
the intepretation, for they control the
giving face-saving avenues to peoplelike
information media. Goldwater must defend himself by explainingwhat he realGen. Eisenhower to come out in support of his policies, as he did at the
ly meant. And then they claim (with
great success) that he doesn't know his
Hershey, Pa., conference.
own mind, that he is unsure and vacilWhat kind of inconsistency is it that
lating and must always keep explaining because the liberals don't like them.
his statements away. It is a rare poli- The worst that Goldwater has ever done Goldwater is being accused of, that
would discredit him as a man of intetician who would persist in refusing has been to make politically unwise grity
or intelligence? Inconsistency on
to issue an unjustified moral condem- statements, as in the "Der Spiegel" innation of the John Birch Society, in terview. This is not so very uncommon principle is the answer, not flexibility
on unessential details. And it had betspite of the attacks and smears perpe- among politicians.
ter be flagrant inconsistency,real wishytrated by the hypocritical moderates.
washy uncertainty or fence-jumping
With this in mind, Iwill elaborate on
COULD A PRESIDENTIAL overstep cynicism, before we presume to judge
two main personality issues.
have repercussions in foreign policy? harshly a man who has shown such
tireThe chances are negligible. For one less energy for his deliberated cause.
Issue of Irresponsibility
thing, a President confers for hours
with his advisers before making major
Is such inconsistency to be found in
The charge of irresponsibilityis based
largely on distortions. Some statements, policy decisions. (This situation corres- Goldwater? Hardly. In fact, the writer
such as the one that defoliation of ponds to that under which Goldwater of Conscience of a Conservative is unTho Journeyman
Viet Cong jungles by atomic weapons wrote Conscience of a Conservative ique for persisting in his yews. It is a
books,
politician
and
his
other
consideration,
have
their
books
sane
and
rare
who
would
take
his
worthy
of
own
is
Volume 3 Number 1
intent changed. Others, like his stands sensible enough to make him the suc- doctrine of "the Constitution above all"
a monthly iuppUm»nt to the S«aul« University Spec
TVA,
opinions
"aprottod herein oro not nocowarlly
seriously
are taken out cessful leader of a renewed conservaso
that he would choose the tator. The
on Cuba and the
thou of Tho Jowmoymon or Spectator ftaff. SrvcJente,
of context and stripped of necessary tive movement). For another, even if path of little gain and much loss and
faculty and staff oro invited to contributo manweriptt
qualifications. (The "don't confuse me he did overstep, it would not bring on line up with the "bad guys" to vote of 1,000 to 2,000 word* on topics of current interest to
the University community.
atomic
war
the
are
not
about
very
prenegatively
Rights
Russians
on a Civil
with the facts" attitude is
Bill whose Journeyman
editors
Thomas Trebon, Monica Hill
objectives he actually favored.
valent here.) Lastly, many well-based to commit suicide.

...

To clinch the argument, let us look
at the other side of the picture. A John-

son Humphrey McNamara administra.. .
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Fight Song Proposed;
Spirits Drive To Start

We know you're ready and
willing to fight him all the
way.
(Chiefs rah, rah,)
Hail to the Chieftains,
We're mighty proud you can
see everyone's here to

By DON SPADONI

A new Chieftain fight
song will go before the student senate Sunday afternoon for approval. The music
was written by Mr. Carl Pitzer,
S.U. music instructor and student pep band leader, while the
lyrics were written by William
McMenamin, an S.U. student.
The idea behind the new song
was to get something more original than the old fight song.
The tune is called "Hail to the
Chieftain." It will be sung during the Chieftain basketball
games. The students will be
accompanied by the Pep band.
The words follow below:
Hail to the Chieftains,

Ife
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Romp:
54-6

Spartans Capture

Fourth Win

By MIKE McCUSKER
The offensive-minded Spartans
and the defensive-alert Alpha

Kappa Sighers scored intramural football victories yesterday.
Charlie Gilligan quarterbacked the Spartans (4-0) past
the Chieftain Riflers 54-6. Alpha
Kappa (2-1) turned three firsthalf pass interceptions into

cheer you.
Go out and give your all,
Carry on to victory.
The preliminary reaction to touchdowns and turned back the
the song was favorable. Andy Menehunes 20-14.
McClure, ASSU publicity director, said that the students and
GILLIGAN opened the game
cheerleaders whom he has with
a 25-yard pass to Bill Cousong
with
"like
the
and
talked
and,
den
two plays later, found
pass
Iam fairly sure it should
Couden for the first of five
in the senate."
touchdown tosses. Touchdowns
S.U.s pep club, the Spirits, by
Gazarek, Mick McDonwill kickoff their membership aldMike
and Jim Miller sent the
drive this Sunday. Member- Spartans to a 27-0 halftime
adship is open to all members of vantage.
the student body. Membership
Second-half interceptions by
cards cost $1 and will be on
sale in the Chieftain and in the Claude Denison and Gilligan,
the latter a one-handed leap
dormitories.
that ended 15 yards later in the
The Spirits have two of the
zone, kept the massacre
largest block sections located at end
moving.
Bill Russell finshed
center court in the Seattle
the Spartan scoring.
Sports Coliseum reserved for
Brian Leahy, usually a linetheir club members. The club
EXPRESSION OF EFFORT: Tom Angelovic of the
sponsors dances, contests, pep man, quarterbacked the Riflers Beavers is shown trying to outrun a Fubar player in
to their last-minute score. He
rallies, and has meetings.
passed 30 yards to Mike Para- Tuesday's game. Angelovic was later stopped as were
consponsor
Spirits
The
will
a
dis, ran to the Spartan 2 and the Beavers 27-0.
test with $50 in prizes for mem- passed
to Steve Nehen for the
bers at the start of basketball tally.
Menehunes t o midfield but 20-14. Rollins moved the Mene
consist
The
contest
will
Donoghue picked off a hunes into last-minute touchseason.
The
scored on the Bruce
captured the down contention, but Fellez'
of guessing the home game win- game'sMenehunes
AlphaKappa
pass.
first scrimmage play.
ners.
70-yard
pass play pass from the 12 was interceptlead
with
a
Quarterback Frank LaFazia cir- to Kohl.
ed by John Rohrer.
end,
right
cut
the
up
cled
midShephard
Joe
made
Mike
Rolyards
berambled 70
Women's Volleyball dle and blocking
BOWLING RESULTS
of Chuck Kirk- lins the next Menehune victim
In women's intramural volley- hind the
The team results were:
interception
with
an
to
and
Tom
that
led
ey
Windell.
ball for this week, winners in
Giants, 3, Drinks, 1; XYZ's,
Kohl's second touchdown and a
two out of three games were
3, One Pin Shys, 1; Holy Roll20-7
lead.
THE SIGHERS, stopped on
Marian over Xavier 1 and 2,
ers, 4, JDJ's, 0; Seconds, 3,
The Menehunes managed a
Marycrest 5 over Town Girls 1, their first series, answered with
The Team, 1.
an interception by Dan Hoffa. late-game touchdown on short
Clnci Wagg led the women
Xavier 3 over Marycrest 4, Bill Murphy passed deep to Bill passes by Rollins,setting up his
bowlers by rolling the high
Marycrest 2 over Town Girls 2 Kohl, then ran 15 yards to score. 1-yard scoring run. The extra
game and high series.
Lenny Felez engineered the point by Gary Sanches made it
and Xavier 4 over Marycrest 6.

know you're out to fight

with all your might,
oday get up and go and
meet the foe;

Bill Meyer Leads
Duffer Qualifying
came
Senior

golfer Bill Meyer
out on top of the fall quarter
varsity golf qualifying with a
291 score for 72 holes.
The quarter qualifying ended
Monday at Inglewood Golf
Course with Bob Gibson and
Orrin Vincent tying for the last
18 -hole honors with 74. Par
is 73.
Gibson ended up in second
place with a 294 total. Vincent
was next with a 296. The other
golfers and their scores are:
John Van Doren, 299; Leßoy
Niznik, 301; Terry Thomas, 301;
Jon Akin, 302; Mike Friel, 306;
Harry Jewell, 310; Frank Edel,
316; Jim Williams, 324, and
Chuck Uhlman, 325.
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Closed Retreat Spots Limited
Closed retreats for women will be at Providence Heights
and Bellarmine Juniorate during December and January. Fr.
Gordon Toner, S.J., S.U. student chaplain, said a fee of $10 will
be charged and there is a limit of 20 for each retreat.
Men's closed retreats will cost $8.50 and be at Port Townsend. Interested students should fill out the coupon (next column)
and turn it in to the chaplain's office or the Sodality office in
the Chieftain. A first-come-first-served policy will be maintained.

SMOKE SIGNALS

Today

Meetings
CCD deaf and adult committee,

2 p.m., Chieftain lounge. Anyone
interested in learning sign lan-

guage is welcome.

ical science majors, noon, Ba 502.
Commerce and finance majors
and liberal arts majors, noon
P 401.

Reminders

On Federal Career Day, Wed-

nesday, there will be individual

Activities

Aegis open house, 1-3 p.m., Buhr
Hall. Visitors will receive an introduction to the work of the year-

book staff and refreshments will
beserved.

interviews for seniors in engineering and physical science, starting
at 9 a.m. in Barman. These should
be arranged through the School of
Engineering. Other majors may
drop into the Chieftain lounge.

On campus retreats are being held each weekend, and
students living off campus are
urged to attend.
CLOSED BETREAT DATES
For Women
BELLEVUE RETREAT HOUSE
December 4th to 6th
January 15th to 17th
January 29th to 31st
For Men
AT PORT TOWNSEND
March sth to 7th
March 12th to 14th
March 19th to 21st
PROVIDENCE HEIGHTS
December 11th to 13th
January 15th to 17th
Your name
Phone
Address

,

Date (today)
THE RETREAT DATE
OF YOUR CHOICE

Saturday
Activities

Sophomore class car wash, 1-4

p.m., Sheriff's Richfield Station at
Minor & Madison. $1 per car.

Sunday

Activities

The Home of the GoodShepherd
committee will make its first
monthly visit. Interested girls
should meet at 1:30 p.m. at the
Chief.
Hiyu Coolees will take a three
milehike to Lake Valhalla. Interested students shouldmeet at 8: 30
a.m. at the north end of the L.A.
Bldg. Bring $1, boots and lunch.

Monday

Meetings

Writer's Club, 7:30 p.m., 723
16th E.
Discussion Club, 1:05 p.m..
Chieftain conference room. Members will discuss Peter Howard's
book. Design for Dedication.
Chemistry Club, 7:30 p.m., Ba
509. This meeting is open to all.

Tuesday
Meetings
Federal Careers Day, general
meeting of engineering and phys-

I Classified

Ads |

RENTALS

ROOMY,

newer building. One
bedroom unfurnished. 604 11th
E., EA 4-7393.
MODERN apartment, furnished,
1 bedroom, $75, newly decorated. 1633 14th Aye. EA 2-3772.
CAPITOL HILL, 2 or 3-bedroom
unfurnished, upper duplex. Heat
furnished; on bus line. EA
2-2189 after 5 p.m.
TERRY TERRACE, $50 to $120.
Quality furniture, w/w carpets,
attractive laundry with TV,
coke machine and hairdryer.

MA 3-1354.
THREE boys to share whole
house with three others. 5 bedr.,
triple plumbing, rec room, living and dining room, beautiful
lake view, quiet street, close
to school. EA 3-5128.
HUGE 2 bedr., 4-plex, newly redecorated, heat, free laundry,
furnished $97.50; unfurnished
$85. EA 9-0828.
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event, please.

.

MISCELLANEOUS

—

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
DORM students! Work in the
dorm. Easy hours, good pay.
Apply Mahoney's Pizza Parlor,
720 E. Pike.
ST. James wants Catholic men
boarders to be trainedas lectorcommentators for Sunday Massmi at the Cathedral. Those in
Wrested please contact Fr. King
<m campus.

WASHINGTON

Walla'Walla, Falganberg's Jewelers,

Aberdeen, Wiitamalci Jewelry Store

Yakima, Lester Berg's Jewel Box

Two Stores

Bremerton, Friedlander & Sons, Jlrs.

IDAHO

Bremerton, Moeller's Jewelers

Moscow, Dodson's Jewelers

Bremerton, Jorgen Nelson Jewelers

. „.. .

TYPING, my home. Stencils,
manuscripts and theses, etc.

1014 25th E., EA 5-8493.
THESES, term papers, manuscript typing. Mrs. Rich, WE
7-2423.
TYPING Service Electric. Suzanne Funk, 4230 University Way
N.E., Apt. 210, next to Post
Office. ME 3-5471.
DAILY RIDERS wanted from
West Seattle. Call Jim Hasslinger, WE 5-3227.
YOUR PAPERS typed with experienced, loving care. SU
3-0442.
"

$125

Bellevue, Bevan Jewelers

orders for this

/

FROM

AT THESE FINE STORES

/ No phone or mail
r*

.

/

/I
¥
\
\f

Everett, Friedlander4 Sons, Jewelers
Longview, Friedlander & Sons,

Albany, W. R. Ten Brook Jewelers
Corvallis, Konick's Jewelry
,

Pasco, Glasow's Jewelry

Seattle, Phil's Jewelry in Ballard
Seattle, Allan Turner Jeweler, Aurora
w;|i,^_
village

Seattle, Porter & Jensen Jewelers
Shelton, Beckwith's Jewelry

Jcai Jacood
of fashions for young women

j

.

eugene, bkeie s Jewelry

Forest Grove, Timmreck & McNicol

Jewelers

Seattle, Friedlander & Sons, Jewelers

'Included in this sale are other styles
regularly priced to $60!

J

OREGON

Olympia, Panowici Jewelers

Sizes 5 to 15, and petites, 3 to 11.

, Fifth andPine " Northgate " Aurora Village " "U" District " Burien

.

Jewelers

The great young coats of '64!
The great sale of '64!
AllFall coats, regularly priced to $46*
Newest in styles, newest in silhouettes.
Shop early for your best selection.

Five Stores

,

n
Burien
Reibman s Jewelers

—

Hillsboro, Anderson Bros. Jewelers
Klamath Falls, Beachs Jewelers
LaGrande, Laurence s Jewelry
McMinnville, Timmreck

& McNicol

Jewelers
Medtord,

,

Lawrence s Jewelers

Medtord, Wes

Pearson Jeweler

,

Spokane, Dodson's Jewelers 2 Stores

Portland,

Spokane, Tracy's in Dishman Square
Tacoma, Austin's Lakewood Jewelers

Portland, Jensen & Davenport,
Gateway

Tacoma, Friedlander & Sons, Jewelers

Portland, Nielsen's Jewelers

Vancouver, Ordway & Lee Jewelers

Springfield, Fee S Richey, Jewelers

Carl Greve, Jeweler
_.

